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The manuscript introduces a new passive sampler for gaseous mercury that is potentially a worthwhile contribution to this field. However, the paper has many serious
shortcomings that would need to be addressed. The main ones are:
1. The description of the sampler and its deployment is insufficient.
2. The description of how volumetric air concentrations are derived from the amount of
mercury quantified in the exposed sampler is insufficient.
3. The referencing is wholly inadequate.
In general, I think the paper (in much improved form) would be better suited for Atmospheric Measurement Techniques than for Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics.
The description of the sampler and its deployment is insufficient.
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Presently a mere two sentences (“The passive sampler consists of a disk of 25 mm
diameter and 12 mm thickness. Gaseous mercury is diffused into the device via a gas
permeable membrane and is adsorbed onto a thin adsorbent based on active carbon”)
and Figure 1 are used to describe the sampler. This is woefully inadequate. The figure
is insufficiently labeled.
- What is the “disk” made from? What is the commercial supplier of the “disk”? If it is
not commercially sourced, how is it manufactured?
- What is the “gas permeable membrane” made from? What is the commercial supplier
of this “membrane”? If it is not commercially sourced, how is it manufactured?
- What is the “thin adsorbent based on active carbon”? What is the commercial supplier
of the “sorbent”? If it is not commercially sourced, how is it manufactured?
- Are the “membrane” and the “adsorbent” part of the “disk”?
- In Figure 1a, what is the red disk, what are the two grey disks, what is the white disk?
What are the dimensions of each of these elements? The figure needs to be labeled.
- What is the diffusion path length? What is the porosity of the permeable membrane?
What is it pore size?
The next sentence reads: “When not exposed the mercury sampler is stored in an
airtight plastic container as shown in Figure 1.”
- What plastic is the “container” made from? What is the commercial supplier?
- The Figure 1b is somewhat odd, as it does not really indicate that the sampler is
inside the container, but rather attached to its bottom. Why is there so much air space
in the container?
- How long can it be stored in this container? How should it be stored, e.g temperature?
The paper is entirely silent on how the sampler is being exposed to ambient air. Figure
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1c appears to show a “passive sampler holder- protective shield”, but is never referred
to in the text and neither is it labeled.
- How is the sampler deployed? What is the shield made from? What are its dimensions? At what height above ground is it placed?
- In Figure 1c, what do they colors designate? What are the W-shaped grey bands?
- The lengths of deployments in Rao and Jinyan should be mentioned in the methods
section. Presently, they can only be inferred from different places in section 3 (“Sample
runs 2 and 4 were performed during 31 and 28 days, respectively whereas the rest were
of 14 days duration.” Presumably “weekly measurements” in Jinyan). The dates for
each individual deployment and retrieval should be tabulated. It needs to be indicated
which samplers were duplicated and which were done in quadruples.
The description of how volumetric air concentrations are derived from the amount of
mercury quantified in the exposed sampler is insufficient.
In the passive sampler literature, the concept of a sampling rate is typically employed
to convert the amount of analyte taken up by the sampler into a volumetric air concentration. Here the authors merely state: “The TGM concentration is calculated as ng Hg
per m3 at STP (101325 Pa and 273.15 K)” without an explanation of how this is done.
No sampling rate is given.
The following paragraph contains the sentence: “Concentrations are calculated as a
function of geometry, the mercury amount collected, time of exposure and temperature
by applying Fick’s first law. (Ferm 2001).” This suggests that the sampling rate is
theoretically estimated assuming molecular diffusion. Much more detail is required
here: What is the assumed effective diffusion path length and how was it derived?
How is the molecular diffusivity of mercury parameterized? The reference Ferm (2001)
is insufficient as it is not readily accessible.
Why has it not been attempted to experimentally determine the sampling rate? Is it
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not conceivable that the 4 % consistent discrepancy between Tekran data and passive
sampler data is due to a theoretical sampling rate that is underestimated by 4 %? In
fact, why not use the laboratory study results (displayed in Figure 6) to derive empirical
sampling rates and use those to corroborate the theoretically derived ones?
The referencing is wholly inadequate.
The referencing is very poor:
- The long, first paragraph of the introduction includes many statements and assertions
and yet only a single reference to an AMAP report.
- The introduction quotes four papers that had previously presented passive sampler for
gaseous mercury. Why those and not others? In particular, why is there no reference
to previous passive samplers based on active carbon as a sorbent (Zhang et al. 2012,
McLagan et al. 2016)? How is the new sampler an improvement over those samplers?
- The following statement: “The present passive sampling system has been utilised in
a series of different passive samplers at IVL, such as samplers for NO2, SO2, and O3
etc. and found to yield sensitive and accurate results.” cries out for a reference.
- As stated before, a conference proceeding (Ferm, 2001) is an insufficient reference
for a crucial piece of information required for a full understanding of the study.
Other items:
- The abstract is very poor and should be completely rewritten. For example, instead of
“a sampler has been developed” describe the characteristics of the sampler. Instead of
writing “has been tested” describe the tests and their results. The second to last sentence refers to information that is not addressed in the paper at all. The last sentence
contains information that has no place in an abstract.
- Page 1, line 30: replace: “possess” with “constitutes”
- Page 2, line 8: Delete: “, i.e. undertaken”
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- Page 2, line 31 and page 3, line 7: More information on the active TEKRAN measurements needs to be provided. QA/QC information, for example.
- Page 2, line 21: “its influence on wind speed is low”. What does “its” refer to? Or
should it rather say: “the influence of wind speed on the sampler’s uptake kinetics is
low”. If that is the case, how do you know? Is there experimental evidence?
- Page 2, line 25: The statement on the uptake capacity is meaningless without specifying the length of deployment.
- Page 5, line 8: compare favorably (delete “s”). Also delete one of the two “measurements”.
- Page 5, line 16: “based on 1 standard deviation”?
- Page 5, line 17: What is a “cover factor”?
- Page 5, line 30: Replace “health” with “exposure”. What is the basis for making
this statement: “It may also be used as a personal dosimeter in occupational health
measurements”? Has it been tested accordingly?
- Either Figure 5 or Figure 3 and 4 are redundant as they show the same data. I
suggest to delete Figs. 3 and 4 and include the standard deviation of the replicated
passive sampler measurement in Figure 5. Also, the active TGM measurement of
the TEKRAN surely has an uncertainty and should be estimated and displayed in the
Figure(s).
- The figure captions are too short and not descriptive enough.
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